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I convey my nurturing love and gentle encouragement to all who receive my message.

It is so imperative to share all you’ve learned and this is the true essence of your purpose. Truth-
ful and loving optimism blended with blessed intention will insulate your fragile tendencies 
towards discouragement and protect you when doubt and negativism surfaces in your thoughts.

Your mortal propensity for impatience often makes fertile ground for lowering your true poten-
tial in any given situation causing you to deny truth.

Unswerving faith and trust engenders optimistic anticipation and joyful action that leaves only 
room for positive beliefs--if you could only comprehend how effective each and every one of you 
are in the process of initiating favorable change--you are extremely important and very vital to 
the accomplishment of the divine plan.

Your measurements of progress are too anticipatory of rapid and striking changes, and that will 
not occur in the expectations you have set. All evolutionary processes may seem slow in your 
perspective; however, the constant enfoldment of enlightenment occurs in the strong, steady 
power of the Father’s purpose. 

Recall how brilliant optimism pervaded every example of our dearly beloved Christ Michael 
throughout his mortal existence on Urantia in his teachings and exemplary instruction to enliv-
en the Spirit of Truth in us all.

If you would grasp the importance of your dual outreach to the Father and to your brothers and 
sisters by your willingness to extend love in all instances, you would be able to visualize the mag-
nitude of your assignment and the steady, patient steps that would bring its achievement. Let the 
tremendous joy of knowing the Father fill you entirely so that optimism will pervade your reality 
and overflow to others in your loving effusion for planetary transformation.
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